
  Anchor Bay Cheer 
 

Teacher Recommendations 
    

Dear Anchor Bay Staff,Dear Anchor Bay Staff,Dear Anchor Bay Staff,Dear Anchor Bay Staff,    

Each student is required to have one teacher recommendation filled out and signed before Each student is required to have one teacher recommendation filled out and signed before Each student is required to have one teacher recommendation filled out and signed before Each student is required to have one teacher recommendation filled out and signed before 

cheerleading tryouts. Please rate the student on the following categories. Grade point average will be cheerleading tryouts. Please rate the student on the following categories. Grade point average will be cheerleading tryouts. Please rate the student on the following categories. Grade point average will be cheerleading tryouts. Please rate the student on the following categories. Grade point average will be 

considered separately, so do not use the considered separately, so do not use the considered separately, so do not use the considered separately, so do not use the student’s academic standings as criteria. If there is any other student’s academic standings as criteria. If there is any other student’s academic standings as criteria. If there is any other student’s academic standings as criteria. If there is any other 

reason they should, or should not be a part of the Anchor Bay cheer team please ereason they should, or should not be a part of the Anchor Bay cheer team please ereason they should, or should not be a part of the Anchor Bay cheer team please ereason they should, or should not be a part of the Anchor Bay cheer team please e----mail the coaches mail the coaches mail the coaches mail the coaches 

at anchorbaycheer@gmail.com. We thank you and appreciate you taking the time to keep the at anchorbaycheer@gmail.com. We thank you and appreciate you taking the time to keep the at anchorbaycheer@gmail.com. We thank you and appreciate you taking the time to keep the at anchorbaycheer@gmail.com. We thank you and appreciate you taking the time to keep the 

cheecheecheecheerleading program a positive and wellrleading program a positive and wellrleading program a positive and wellrleading program a positive and well----represented sportrepresented sportrepresented sportrepresented sport....    

Student Name:____________________________________________ 

Grade: ______ 

                                                  (1=poor, 5=excellent) 

Punctual to class and with assignments    1…2…3…4…5 

Works well with others      1…2…3…4…5 

Shows leadership qualities                 1…2…3…4…5 

Considered to be dependable, responsible person              1…2…3…4…5 

Has a desire to learn and improve                1…2…3…4…5 

Displays a positive job                  1…2…3…4…5 

Total                     ___________ 

 

What characteristics does this student show that would make them a great addition to our program:  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Teacher Signature: _______________________________________ Date: _________________________ 

 

Please return this to the requesting cheerleader no later than 11/7/16 

Thank You!      

 

Anchor Bay Cheer Coaches 


